Abstract-This paper puts forward an algorithm of generating a constant CNC spiral path based on curved surface of triangular grid. This algorithm takes fully consideration of the geometry and dynamics characteristics of the cutter-path and triangular grid cell, effectively reducing numbers of cutter lifting and maintaining the continuity of the cutter-path. This algorithm starting biasing from the contact points of cutter on the boundary of profile curve of grid layer by layer and planning the contact points of biased cutter on the parametric field, fitting contact points onto the spiral path by NURBS fitting algorithm, finally the spiral cutter-path is obtained by inverse mapping it on the grid. The algorithm in this paper can generate a path with advantages of consistence boundary, smooth and continuous path and without repeatedly need for feeding or relieving of cutter compared with those paths generated through traditional ways.
INTRODUCTION
High-speed NC machining technology has taken larger and larger proportion in the modern machining and manufacturing technology with its characteristics of high efficiency and high surface quality etc. It also has obvious advantages in the machining of complex free surface and has become the main approach for machining of curved surface. High speed machining not only has to consider the problem of machine tool, fixtures and cutters, the dynamic performance of machine tools and planning ways of machining path is taken into account at the same time, the discontinuous path or mutations of path will inevitably lift the cutter that may cause the vibration and impact to the machine tool. Thus to ensure the uniformity of cutting load and fewer changes of velocity direction to the greatest extent in the process of high speed machining is of great importance, when planning the cutter-path, try to set smooth transition for movements for feeding or relieving of cutter, interval and non-cutting movements, set transition connection with circular arc in the place of cutter-path that has big change of curvature. Zuqiang Long, Yan Yuan etc [1] [2] proposing design fuzzy controllers based on variable universe of discourse and using it in high-accuracy positioning of lathe servo system. With the rapid development of CAD/CAM technology, especially with the rapid development of 3d printing in recent years, STL triangular grid is widely used in modeling of discrete geometry modeling, NC machining programming, graphics and images etc.
Compared to the parametric geometric model, triangular grid model is linear approximating to the original model in the form of triangle surface patch, thus there necessary being the precision loss of model expression. Current ways for machining grid model is usually using the cross section ways [3] , parameter ways [4] and residual height ways [5] [6] to generate machining cutter-path. Using these ways to generate cutter-path, due to the cutter-path is inconsistent with the boundary of model, often there will generate segmented machining path that will cause continuous cutter lifting during machining, it may cause vibration and impact to the machine tool, fluctuation of load and increasing wear of cutters, which will seriously affect the machining efficiency and machining precision. The best way for machining grid model is using spiral feeding to plan the machining path. This way that is using ball-end-cutter machining that can make machining path continuous, reduce the number of cutter lifting and guarantee the machining quality of products, so choosing this way of feeding is very promising.
Currently in the study of CNC path planning, the studies of machining path planning ways for parametric curved surface by using spiral cutter have been profound made. Because of the problems of precision loss in the triangular grid curved surface, the way of path planning is quite complicated and the machining precision of obtained spiral path cannot be guaranteed, so there are fewer study of this aspect relatively. ZHU etc [7] proposed a generation way for spiral path by using consistent residual height. LEE [8] extracted the boundary curve, using consistent residual height to get the distance of adjacent path and bias boundary curve to obtain a bunch of annular path. Xu Jinting etc [9] obtained the machining path through biased the contour curve. The ways mentioned above cannot obtain the smooth machining path and are not suitable for high speed machining. ZHOU etc [10] proposed a spiral machining path based on the parametric curved surface, the connection of adjacent path was using the mapping points that cannot get smooth path. PATELOUP etc [11] biased the external contour of model, using interpolation of B-spline curve around the corner to realize the smooth connection of path around the corner, but the machining path in actual process wasn't continuous and smooth. LI M etc [12] developed a fast recursive search way. LU B etc [13] proposed a planning way of spiral path based on contours and consistent residual height. The four ways mentioned above are mainly obtaining the spiral machining path indirectly quoted to other models and the operation are complex, they are not take advantages of the characteristics of the triangular grid curved surface.
There is still lack of a planning spiral path algorithm for triangular grid by using its own characteristics.
In this paper, through extracting the boundary curve on model of triangular grid surface, the distance of adjacent contact points of cutter path is determined according to consistent residual height and curvature model of curved surface, series clusters of annular contact points of cutter are obtained by biasing the contact points of cutter on the basis of dispersing the boundary curve into contact points of cutter, specifying the rules of mapping parameters and boundary conditions, mapping the contact points of cutter in parametric field according to the certain rules of mapping, re-planning the contact points of cutter and the contact points of cutter in mapping parametric field is obtained, the spiral curve is obtained by using NURBS interpolation algorithm to interpolate contact points of cutter, inverse mapping the spiral curve on the curved surface of grid to obtain the spiral machining path. According to the simulation of proposed algorithm, the results show that this algorithm can obtain a smooth spiral machining path with small changes of curvature and consistent residual height.
In this paper, the flow chart of algorithm is shown in figure 1 . the row pitch is determined by consistent residual height and curvature of curved surface of grid, step length of feeding is controlled by the error of arc height, among them: (1) Boundary curve is the largest contour curve of the grid model; (2) The contact points of cutter on curved surface of triangular grid is determined by residual height, curvature of cutter contact points on the curved surface of grid and error of arc height; (3) The initial biggest contour curve is dispersing into the contact points of cutter according to error of arc height; (4) Establishing a field of mapping parameters, specifying mapping rules and re-planning the cutter contact points in parameter mapping field, using fitting algorithm of NURBS curve to fit the contact points of cutter onto spiral path in parameter filed; (5) The spiral machining path is obtained by inverse mapping the re-planned spiral path on curved surface of grid. A sketch of grid cell is shown in figure 2 , P1, P2 and P3 are vertexes of triangle grid cell, P' is the contact point of cutter, its expression is: P'=P1+u(P2-P1)+v(P3-P1). The boundary conditions of position relationships between P' and the grid cell are as follows: when u=0 and v=0, P' is at the position of P1, when u=1 and v=0, P' is at the position of P2, when u=0 and v=1, P' is at the position of P3, when 0<u, v<1 and 0<u+v<1, P' is inside the grid cell, when any parameter of u and v is equal to 0, the other is less than 1 and greater than 0, P' is on the edge of the grid cell, when u+v>1, P' is not on the grid cell. The solution expression of u and v are show as follows: 
In the expressions, V0=P2-P1, V1=P3-P1.
Figure 2. Diagram of coordinate expression of arbitrary contact point of cutter
The normal vectors of contact points of cutter on the curved surface are very important to determine the step length and row pitch, they are related to planning rationality of the cutter-path and has influence on machining precision of products as well. When the contact points of cutter are on the vertexes of grid cell, as are shown in figure 3 , at this time, the vectors of contact points of cutter can be calculated by using algorithm of shape-area weight [14] . So the normal vectors of contact points of cutter that are on vertexes of grid cell can be expressed by:
In the expression: λ is the weight of shape-are, S is the are of grid cell, ni,k are the normal vectors of grid cell. assuming that the contact point of cutter Pk is on the line VmVn, the normal vector of the contact point of cutter on the edge of grid cell is calculated by using the algorithm of weighted compensation of vector [15] nk. The expression of calculation is:
In the expression: 
In the expression: nl, nm and nn are normal vectors on the vertexes of grid cell.
Figure 5. Contact points of cutter which is inside the grid cell
After the calculation of normal vectors of contact points of cutter on the grid cell, due to the curvature of current contact point of cutter has influence on determination of adjacent contact point of cutter, therefore, it is still need to calculate the curvature of contact point of cutter on the curved surface to provide basis for the selection of cutter, adjustment of machining position, convexity or concavity judgment of curved surface and interference check of cutter.
In this paper, using the algorithm of least squares fitting to estimate the main curvature [16] of vertex on grid cell k1, k2, k3 and main direction of vertex on grid cell e1, e2, e3. According to
Euler formula, the curvature of contact points of cutter on grid cell in arbitrary direction is calculated. The main expression of curvature is:
In the expression: k1, k2 are the main curvature of vertex P, e1, e2 are the main direction of of
is the angle between the projection of arbitrary direction vector d which is translated on tangent plane of vertex and the normal vector of vertex, the relationship expression of normal curvature of contact point along arbitrary direction e' is:
θ1 and θ2 are the angles between the arbitrary direction e' and main direction e1 and e2. The other relationships of position are shown in figure 6. 
III. GENERATION OF PATH
In the generation of cutter-path, step length and row pitch are particularly important factors, they determine the value of consistent residual height and have great effect on the quality of machining and efficiency of machining [17] . After determining the boundary curve of the grid, the path of contact points of cutter is obtained by dispersing the boundary curve. On the curved surface of triangular, the row pitch of contact points of cutter between the adjacent cutter-path and the distance of contact points of cutter on the same cutter-path is determined by using the characteristics of contact points of cutter on triangular grid cell, consistent residual height and step length of error of arc height, then mapping the cutter contact points which are on the curved surface of grid onto the field of parameter and re-planning the mapping cutter contact points in parametric field, the contact points in parametric field are obtained. Use fitting algorithm of NURBS curve to fit the contact points of cutter onto spiral path in parameter filed and inverse mapping it onto curved surface of grid to obtain the corresponding spiral machining path.
a. Dispersing the biggest contour line into contact points of cutter by using constant step length of arc height
In this paper, the geometric step length which satisfying the requirement of machining precision is estimated by using the algorithm of constant step length of arc height and the the geometric characteristics of curved surface of grid [18] , the current contact points of cutter is obtained by using algorithm of non-uniform recursive interpolation, using the constant step length of arc height and row pitch of machining to determine the position of the next contact point of cutter. This algorithm is simple, practical and highly efficient; it can obtain contact points of cutter along the direction of the cutter-path and meet the requirements on the path of cutter. Through this algorithm, the obtained clusters of annular biasing curve can be dispersed into a cloud of points which is orderly arranged one by one.
As is shown in figure 8 , the curve is dispersed into contact points of cutter according to error of arc high. Firstly, the coordinate value of midpoint Pi+1/2 of arc PiPi+1 in the field of interpolation and the coordinate value of P'i+1/2(u) is calculated, the distance between the point Pi+1/2 and the point P'i+1/2(u) is the arc height h (as is shown in figure 9 ). By comparing the arc height h with the error of arc height which is set previously, the calculation is ended if the arc height is between the range of error (h<δ), otherwise the recursive calculation is called. Using this algorithm can not only guarantee the least obtained interpolation points, it can also satisfy the requirements of step length of arc height at the same time, thus can greatly reduce the feeding time of cutter. The expression of calculation for arc height is:
In the expression: y(Ui) is the vector value of y axis of a point P(Ui) on the curve of cutter-path, xi, yi, xi+1 and yi+1 are the coordinate value of P(Ui). The geometric relationship between cutting row pitch L and the horizontal distance of contact point of cutter between the adjacent cutter-path l is expressed as follows:
In the expression: θ is the angle between the the horizontal plane and triangle plane of curved surface of triangular grid on which the contact point lies, and cosθ=|n·k|, in the expression: n is the unit normal vector of triangle plane, k is the unit normal vector of the X-Y plane, the normal vector of triangular grid is calculated by using weighted algorithm [13] , so L can be expressed by [12] :
In the expression: h is residual height, re is the radius of cutter, ρ is the curvature of contact point of cutter on the curved surface of grid, it is calculated by using main curvature of vertex and main direction on cell with combination of Euler formula through the algorithm of quadratic weighting [14] : when the curved surface is convex, the value of ρ is positive, otherwise, the value of ρ is negative. Practice it is usually simplified to the expression: 
With consideration of quality and efficiency of machining, the minimum value of row pitch is chosen as the biasing row pitch. Assuming that the number of contact points of cutter is n on the initial machining path, Li (i =1.2.3... n) is the biasing row pitch of cutter for each contact points of cutter, among them, Lmin is the minimum row pitch in the row pitches with their number is n, it has ensured the consistent residual height and the minimum row pitch Lmin can be expressed by:
The biasing contact point of cutter Pi, j+1 is searched by using the tangent plane Si, j which is established by contact point of cutter on the prior cutter-path, assigning the contact point of cutter Pi, j which is on the prior cutter-path as the initial search point to search the next biasing contact point of cutter. Based on contact point of cutter Pi, j, the position of Pi, j can be divided into varieties of circumstances. The biasing contact point of cutter is the intersection of line l which is established on foundation of Pi, j and the triangular grid cell, through biasing calculation of all the contact points of cutter on prior cutter-path, the biasing contact points of cutter on the next annular cutter-path is obtained.
By the calculation of row pitch of contact points of cutter, the solution of the contact points of cutter on the next machining path is shown in figure 10: Figure 10 . Solution of the contact points of cutter ei is the tangent vector of contact points of cutter Pi on machining path, ni is the normal vector of contact points of cutter Pi on machining path, establishing a plane P on the point Pi with its normal vector is the Ni which is the normal vector of triangular grid cell, biasing the point Pi along the direction of normal vector ni, the biasing contact point of cutter P″i is obtained which is contact point on the adjacent machining path.
The above algorithm can be used in machining of plane, the curvature and normal vector of contact point of cutter should also be taken into considered during the machining of curved plane, assuming the angle between the vector of ni and plane P is θ, so the practical biasing row pitch of contact point of cutter on convex curved surface or concave curved surface should be L '= Lmin/cosθ. The obtained contact points of cutter on model are shown in figure   11 .
Therefore, through the relationship expression between the error of arc height h and row pitch L, the annular contact points of cutter on curved surface can be obtained as are shown in figure 11 , not only can this algorithm ensure the residual height of cutter-path is in the tolerance range with which the cutter has small change of curvature, but also it can make the residual height at the position of small corner meet the requirements. Through mapping the discrete contact points of cutter which are on the boundary of curved surface in parametric field, using algorithm of NURBS fitting [19] to interpolating and fitting the contact points of cutter. This algorithm can make the cutter-path consistent with the boundary of curved surface of grid, because of connection of spiral path, the redundancy of cutter-path is reducing, the continuity of cutter-path is improving at the same time.
The mapping rule between the parametric field and the original parametric field aiming at the problem of mapping, setting the parameter direction of u is the direction of X in original parametric field, the parameter direction of v is the direction of Y in original parametric field, projecting contact point of cutter on the cluster of annular curves on triangular grid on the plane of XY along the direction of -Z, the mapping points in parametric field are obtained.
Through re-planning of mapping contact points of cutter in parametric field, the cutter-path is generated which is corresponding to practical machining path which is regenerated on triangular grid in practical machining. The projecting diagram of contact points of cutter which is on the cutter-path of curved surface of grid is shown in figure 12 (a) . 
Taking the same steps to bias contact points of cutter on the same annular path, until the last contact points of cutter is overlap with any point of them, deleting the points P1, 1, P1, 2, P1, 3 ...P1, n -2, P1, n -1 and P1, n, then the number of generated contact points of cutter is n, the other contact points of cutter on the other annular boundary curve are biasing according to the step 1 and step 2, thus, series of contact points of cutter with number is obtained, as are shown in figure 13 .
Step 3. Fitting the generated contact points of cutter with interpolation curve, in this paper, using three times of algorithm of least squares fitting NURBS curve to fit the spiral curve:
In the expression: Pk is the point of control, Bk,3(t) is the three times of basis function of b-spline.
Thus a continuous and smooth spiral curve that meets the requirements of machining of curved surface is obtained, as is shown in figure 14 . Step 4. Obtain the spiral path of contact points of cutter on curved surface of grid by inverse mapping the obtained spiral path in mapping field onto curved surface of grid.
In this section, through planning the mapping contact points of cutter, the spiral path in parametric field is obtained, and then inverse mapping the spiral path onto the curved surface of grid, finally the spiral machining path for contact points of cutter that meets the requirements of residual height and constant error of arc height is obtained. if the machining path for contact points of cutter is needed, only need to bias half value of cutter's radius.
IV. Inspection and solution of interference
When the concave area which is formed by triangular grid is smaller than the radius of cutter, the phenomenon of partial interference may be existed in that area and cause over cutting. 
V. ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLES
To verify the feasibility of algorithm in this paper, using the curved surface model of triangular grid as is shown in figure 16 (a) , using MATLAB to read the model of STL grid for programming and planning the path for it. Verify the superiority of the machining path of triangular mesh model which is generated by algorithm in this paper by comparing it with the machining paths which is generated by way of annular cutting with consistent parameters and cross sections respectively.
To simulate the model of curved surface of grid as is shown in figure 16 (a) , the radius of selected cutter is R = 10 mm, the residual height is h = 0.1 mm, the error of arc height is δ= 0.025 mm. The machining path which is planned by way of annular cutting with consistent parameters is shown in figure 16 (b), it is mainly biasing the boundary curve and cutter lifting is needed before start cutting the next annular path after finished the current path. It is easily causing the vibration and impact of the machine tool, the efficiency is relatively low. The machining path which is planned by way of cross sections is shown in figure 16 (c), the machining path is short and needed continuous cutter lifting, feeding or relieving of cutter.
The fluctuation of load is large and cause vibration and impact of machine tool. The machining path which is planned by algorithm in this paper is shown in Figure 16 The increase of maximum residual height through the algorithm in this paper is obviously smaller compared to that through the way of annular cutting, thus it indirectly reflects the quality of the machined surface. will not exist, at the same time, the interference during machining can be detected and eliminated timely through the obtained information of curvature. Using algorithm in this paper, a superior spiral machining path is generated with advantages of consistence boundary, smooth and continuous path and without repeatedly need for feeding or relieving of cutter.
